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Abstract. In this paper, the fractional Sumudu decomposition method (FSDM) is employed to handle the time-fractional PDEs and 
system of time-fractional PDEs. The fractional derivative is described in the Caputo sense. The approximate solutions are obtained 
by using FSDM, which is the coupling method of fractional decomposition method and Sumudu transform. The method, in general, 
is easy to implement and yields good results. Illustrative examples are included to demonstrate the validity and applicability of the 
proposed technique. 
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1. Introduction 

Fractional differential equations (FDEs) have gained much attention from researchers due to their ability to enhance real-world 
issues, used in various fields of engineering and physics. Numerous physical marvels in signal processing, chemical physics, 
electrochemistry of corrosion, probability, and statistics, acoustics, and electromagnetic are precisely modeled by DEs of fractional 
order [1]. Nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) can be considered the generalization of the differential equations of integer 
order [2]. In the modern age, it is impossible to imagine the modeling of many real-world problems without using fractional partial 
differential equations (FPDEs). Indeed, fractional calculus can be called this century’s calculus [3] because of the diversity of 
applications in different areas of science and technology [4]. 

Many numerical and analytical techniques have been suggested for the solutions of linear and nonlinear partial differential 
equations of fractional order such as homotopy analysis technique [5], variational iteration method [6-8], homotopy perturbation 
method [9-11], Laplace homotopy perturbation method [12], Laplace decomposition method [13], Sumudu variational iteration 
method [14], variation iteration transform method [15], reduce differential transform method [16], series expansion method [17], 
and other methods [18-24]. This paper considers the efficiency of fractional Sumudu decomposition method (FSDM) to solve the 
time-fractional Fokker Plank equation,  nonlinear time-fractional gas dynamics equation, and system of time-fractional partial 
differential equations. The FSDM is a graceful coupling of two powerful techniques, namely ADM and Sumudu transform methods, 
and gives a more refined convergent series solution.  

Our aim is to extend the application of the proposed method to obtain the approximate analytical solutions to fractional partial 
differential equations. The remaining sections of this work are organized as follows. In Section 2, some background notations of 
fractional calculus are presented. In Section 3, the analysis of the fractional Sumudu decomposition method is discussed. 
Applications of FSDM are shown in Section 4. The conclusion of this paper is given in Section 5. 

2. Preliminaries 

Some fractional calculus definitions and notation needed in the course of this work are discussed in this section. 
Definition 1 [10,11,14]. A real function ����, � > 0, is said to be in the space �	, 
 ∈ � if there exists a real number , � > 
�,  such that ���� = �������, where ����� ∈ ��0, ∞�, and it is said to be in the space �	� if  ���� ∈ �	, � ∈ �. 

 
Definition 2 [10,11]. The fractional derivative of  ����  in the Caputo sense is defined as 

           ������ = ����������     = 1Γ�� − ��  �� − !�����������!�"!#
$ , (1) 

for � − 1 < � ≤ �, � ∈ �, � > 0, � ∈ ���� . 
 
The following are the basic properties of the operator ��: 

1. �������� = ����. 
2. �������� = ���� − ∑ ��(��0� #)

(! .���(+$  
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Definition 3 [10,11,14].  The Mittag–Leffler function  ,� with  � > 0  is defined as 
               ,� ��� = - ��

Γ��� + 1�
/

�+$
.  (2) 

 
Definition 4 [14]. The Sumudu transform is defined over the set of function  

0 = 1��!�/ ∃4, 5�, 56 > 0, |��!�| < 48|9| :;⁄ , =>  ! ∈ �−1�? × �0, ∞�A  

by the following formula 

B���!�C�5� =  8�9��5!�"!,   5 ∈ �−5�, 56�.  /
$  (3) 

 
Lemma 1 [14]. The Sumudu transform of the Caputo fractional derivative is defined as 

BD�9�����, !�E = 5���B����, !C − - 5����F(����
(+$

��(���, 0�, � − 1 < �� < �. (4) 

3. Fractional Sumudu Decomposition Method (FSDM). 

 Let us consider a general fractional nonlinear partial differential equation of the form: 

                �9����, !� + �����, !�C + �����, !�C = G��, !�, (5) 

with the initial condition 

���, 0� = >��� (6) 

where �9����, !�is the Caputo fractional derivative of the function ���, !� defined as: 
�9����, !� = H����, !�H!� =

⎩⎨
⎧ 1Γ�� − ��  �! − 5������ H����, 5�H!� "59

$ , � − 1 < � < �
H����, !�H!�  ,                                                           � = � ∈ �         

and � is the linear differential operator, N represents the general nonlinear differential operator and  G��, !� is the source term. 
Taking the ST on both sides of Eq.(5), we have 

 LD�9����, !�E + LD�����, !�CE + LD�����, !�CE = L�G��, !�C.  (7) 

Using the property of the ST, we obtain 

L����, !�C = ���, 0� + 5�L�G��, !�C − 5�LD�����, !�C + �����, !�CE.  (8) 

Operating with the ST on both sides of Eq. (8) gives 

���, !� = >��� + L��M5�L�G��, !�CN − L��M 5�LD�����, !�C + �����, !�CEN. (9) 

Now, we represent the solution as an infinite series given below 

���, !� = - �O��, !�,/
O+$

 (10) 

and the nonlinear term can be decomposed as 

 �����, !�C = - 0O��$, ��, … , �O�,/
O+$

 (11) 

where 

0O��$, ��, … , �O� = 1Q! HO
HRO S� T- RU�U /

U+$
VW

X+$
.  

Substituting Eqs.(10) and (11) in Eq.(9), we get 

- �O��, !� /
O+$

= >��� + L��M5�L�G��, !�CN  − L�� T 5�L S� S- �O��, !� /
O+$

W + - 0O /
O+$

WV.  (12) 

On comparing both sides of the Eq. (12), we get  

�$��, !� = >��� + L��M5�L�G��, !�CN,                                 
 ����, !� = − L��M 5�L����$��, !�C + 0$CN,                       
 �6��, !� = − L��M 5�L�������, !�C + 0�CN,                       

(13) 
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                                                                       ⋮ 
  �O��, !� = − L��M 5�L����O����, !�C + 0O��CN,   Q ≥ 1.  

Finally, we approximate the analytical solution ���, !� by truncated series: 
  ���, !� = - �O��, !�./

O+$
 (14) 

4. Applications 

In this section, we will implement the proposed method FSDM for solving time-fractional differential equations. 

Example 1. First, we consider the time-fractional Fokker-Plank equation 

�9����, !� = − HH� [4� ���, !� − �3^ ���, !� + H6
H�6 �6��, !�,  (15) 

where ! > 0, � ∈ �, 0 < � ≤ 1, subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
���, 0� = �6, ��0, !� = 0, ��1, !� = ,�M��N. (16) 

If � = 1, then the exact solution of Eq.(15) is ���, !� = �689. 
From Eqs. (13) and (4.1), the successive approximations are 

�$��, !� = ���, 0�, 
     �OF���, !� =  B�� _ 5�B `− HH� [4� �O��, !� − �3^ �O��, !� + H6

H�6 0Oab , Q ≥ 0 (17) 

where 

0$ = �$6 0� = 2�$�� 06 = 2�$�6 + ��6 ⋮ 
 

Then, we have 

                                     �$��, !� = �6, 
����, !� =  B�� _ 5�B `− HH� [4� �$��, !� − �3^ �$��, !� + H6

H�6 0$ab =  �6!�
Γ�� + 1�, 

�6��, !� =  B�� _ 5�B `− HH� [4� ����, !� − �3^ ����, !� + H6
H�6 0�ab  =  �6!6�

Γ�2� + 1�, 
�d��, !� =  B�� _ 5�B `− HH� [4� �6��, !� − �3^ �6��, !� + H6

H�6 06ab =  �6!d�
Γ�3� + 1�, 

⋮ 
�O��, !� =  �6!O�

Γ�Q� + 1�. 

 

Therefore, the solution of Eq.(15) is given by 

 ���, !� = �6  `1 + !�
Γ�� + 1� + !6�

Γ�2� + 1� +  ⋯ + !O�
Γ�Q� + 1�  a = �6,��!��.  (18) 

Setting � =  1 in Eq.(18), we reproduce the solution of the problem as follows: 

���, !� = �6  `1 + ! + !6
2! + ⋯ + !O

n!  a. (19) 

This solution is equivalent to the exact solution in closed form: 

���, !� = �689. (20) 

In Figure 1, we plot the graph of the approximate solution for Eqs. (15) and (16) when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1. In Figure 2, 3D surface solution 
for Eqs. (15) and (16) when � = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1. In Table 1, we evaluated the numerical values of the approximate solution ���, !� of the 
problem (15) obtained by the FSDM and the exact solution �kl given by Eq. (20) through  different values of  �, ! when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 
to make a numerical comparison between ���, !� and �kl. 
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Fig. 1. Plots of approximate solution  ���, !� for different values of � with fixed value � = 1. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The surface graph of the approximate solution ���, !�  of Eqs. (15) and (16): �m� ���, !� when � = 0.5, �n� ���, !� when � = 0.7, �o� ���, !� when � =0.9, �"� ���, !� when � = 1.  
Table 1. Numerical values of the approximate and exact solutions among different values of � and ! when  � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9  for Example 1.  

 
Example 2. Consider the following nonlinear time-fractional gas dynamics equation:  

�9����, !� + 12 M�6��, !�N# − ���, !� + �6��, !� = 0,  (21) 

where  0 < � ≤ 1, subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
���, 0� = 8�# , ��0, !� = ,�M!�N, ��1, !� = 8��,�M!�N .  (22) 

If � = 1, then the exact solution of Eq. (21) is ���, !� = 89�# . 
From Eqs. (13) and (21), the successive approximations are 

�$��, !� = ���, 0�, (23) 
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     �OF���, !� =  −B�� [ 5�B p12 0O − �O��, !� + qOr^ , Q ≥ 0 
where  

0$ = ��$6�#                   
0� = �2�$���#        

   06 = �2�$�6 + ��6�# 
                                                                                         ⋮⋮  

     q$ = �$                                  6  

     q� = 2�$��                  
  q6 = 2�$�6 + ��6   

 

Then, we have 

�$��, !� = 8�# , 
            ����, !� =  −B�� [ 5�B p12 0$ − �$��, !� + q$r^ =  !�  Γ�� + 1� 8�# , 

            �6��, !� =  −B�� [ 5�B p12 0� − ����, !� + q�r^ =  !6�
Γ�2� + 1� 8�# , 

             �d��, !� =  −B�� [ 5�B p12 06 − �6��, !� + q6r^ =  !d�
Γ�3� + 1� 8�# , 

⋮ 
�O��, !� =  !O�

Γ�Q� + 1� 8�# . 

 

Therefore, the solution of Eq.(21) is given by 

  ���, !� = 8�#  `1 + !�
Γ�� + 1� + !6�

Γ�2� + 1� + ⋯ + !O�
Γ�Q� + 1�  a  = 8�#,��!��. (24) 

Setting � =  1 in Eq.(24), we reproduce the solution of the problem as follows: 

���, !� = 8�#  `1 + ! + !6
2! + ⋯ + !O

n!  a. (25) 

This solution is equivalent to the exact solution in closed form: 

���, !� = 89�# . (26) 

In Figure 3, we plot the graph of the approximate solution for (21) and (22) when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1. In Figure 4, 3D surface solution fo
r (21) and (22) when � = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.  In Table 2, we evaluated the numerical values of the approximate solution ���, !� of the prob
lem (21) obtained by the FSDM and the exact solution �kl given by equation (26) through different values of  �, ! when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1 to make a numerical comparison between ���, !� and �kl.  
Example 3. Consider the following system of nonlinear time-fractional PDEs: 

 �9����, !� − s# + s + � = 0, 0 < � ≤ 1 
�9ts��, !� − �# + s + � = 0, 0 < u ≤ 1 (27) 

with the initial and boundary conditions 

���, 0� = sinh��� 
s��, 0� = cosh ���, 

��0, !� = −,�M!�N, ��1, !� = sinh�1� ,�M!�N − cosh�1� ,�M!�N 
s�0, !� =   ,�M!�N, s�1, !� = cosh �1�,�M!�N − sinh �1�,�M!�N 

(28) 

If � = u = 1 then the exact solution of Eq.(27) is  ���, !� =  sinh�� − !�,  s��, !� =  cosh�� − !�. 
Taking the Sumudu transform on both sides of Eq.(27), we have 

BD�9����, !�E = BDs# − s − �E 
B��9ts��, !�C = BD�# − s − �E,  

Using the property of the Sumudu transform and the initial condition in (28), we obtain 

B����, !�C = sinh��� +  5�BDs# − s − �E, 
B�s��, !�C = cosh��� +  5tBD�# − s − �E, (29) 
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Fig. 3. Plots of approximate solution  ���, !� for different values of � with fixed value � = 1. 
 

 

Fig. 4. The surface graph of the approximate solution ���, !�  of Eqs. (21) and (22): �m� ���, !� when � = 0.5, �n� ���, !� when � = 0.7, �o� ���, !� when � =0.9, �"� ���, !� when � = 1.  
Table 2. Numerical values of the approximate and exact solutions among different values of � and ! when  � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,1  for Example 2. 

 

Operating with the Sumudu inverse on both sides of Eq.(29), we have 

���, !� = sinh��� + B�{M 5�  BDs# − s − �EN 
s��, !� = cosh��� + B�{M 5t BD�# − s − �EN.  (30) 
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Suppose that 

���, !� =  - �O��, !�,/
O+$

 (31) 

s��, !� =  - sO��, !�,/
O+$

 (32) 

Substituting Eqs.(31) and (32) in Eq.(30), we get 

- �O /
O+$

= sinh��� + B�{ T 5�  B S HH� T- sO /
O+$

V − - sO /
O+$

− - �O /
O+$

WV 
- sO /
O+$

= cos h�μ� + B�{ T 5t B S HH� T- �O /
O+$

V − - sO /
O+$

− - �O /
O+$

WV. 
(33) 

On comparing both sides of Eq.(33), we obtain 

�$��, !� = sinh ��� s$��, !� = cosh ��� 
    ����, !� =  B�{ [ 5�  B p HH� s$ − s$ − �$r^
     s���, !� = B�{ [ 5t B p HH� �$ − s$ − �$r^ , 

= − cosh��� !�  Γ�� + 1�, 
= − sinh��� !t  Γ�u + 1�, 

�6��, !� =  B�{ [ 5�  B p HH� s� − s� − ��r^
s6��, !� = B�{ [ 5t B p HH� �� − s� − ��r^ , 

= − cosh��� !�Ft Γ�� + u + 1� + sinh��� !�Ft Γ�� + u + 1� + cosh ��� !6�  Γ�2� + 1�, 
= − sinh��� !�Ft  Γ�� + u + 1� + cosh��� !�Ft Γ�� + u + 1� + sinh��� !6t Γ�2u + 1�. 

⋮ 

 

Therefore, the solution of Eq.(27) is given by 

���, !� =  sinh��� `1 + }~F�
Γ�� + u + 1� + ⋯ a − cosh��� ` }~

Γ�� + 1� + }~F�
Γ�� + u + 1� − }6�

Γ�2� + 1� + ⋯ a 
s��, !� =  cosh��� `1 + }~F�

Γ�� + u + 1� + ⋯ a + sinh��� ` }t
Γ�u + 1� + }~F�

Γ�� + u + 1� − !6t Γ�2u + 1� + ⋯ a. 
(34) 

Setting  � = u in Eq.(34), we obtain 

���, !� =  sinh��� `1 + }�~
Γ�2� + 1� + ⋯ a − cosh��� ` }~

Γ�� + 1� + }d�
Γ�3� + 1� + ⋯ a.  

s��, !� =  cosh��� `1 + }��
Γ�2� + 1� + ⋯ a − sinh��� ` }�

Γ�� + 1� + !d�  Γ�3� + 1� + ⋯ a . 
(35) 

Setting � =  1 in Eq.(35), we reproduce the solution of the problem as follows: 

���, !� =  sinh��� `1 + !6
2! + ⋯ a − cosh��� `} + !d

3! + ⋯ a. 
s��, !� =  cosh��� `1 + !6

2! + ⋯ a − sinh��� `} + !d
3! + ⋯ a . (36) 

This solution is equivalent to the exact solution in closed form: 

���, !� =  sinh�� − !�.  
s��, !� =  cosh�� − !�. (37) 

In Figure 5, we plot the graph of the approximate solution for (27) and (28) when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1. In Figure 6 and Figure 7, 3D surface 
solutions for (27) and (28) when � = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.  In Table 3, we evaluated the numerical values of the approximate solution ���, !� 
of problem (27) obtained by the FSDM and the exact solution �kl given by equation (37) through different values of  �, ! when � =0.7, 0.8, 0.9 to make a numerical comparison between ���, !� and �kl. In Table 4, we evaluated the numerical values of the 
approximate solution s��, !� of problem (27) obtained by the FSDM and the exact solution skl given by equation (37) through 
different values of  �, ! when � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 to make a numerical comparison between s��, !� and skl. 
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Fig. 5. �m� Plots of approximate solution  ���, !�  for different values of � and �n� Plots of approximate solution  s��, !� for different values of � with 

fixed value μ = 1. 

 
Fig. 6. The surface graph of the approximate solution ���, !�  of Eqs. (27) and (28): �m� ���, !� when � = 0.5, �n� ���, !� when � = 0.7, �o� ���, !� when � =0.9, �"� ���, !� when � = 1.   

 
Fig. 7. The surface graph of the approximate solution s��, !�  of Eqs. (27) and (28): �m� s��, !� when � = 0.5, �n� s��, !� when � = 0.7, �o� s��, !� when � =0.9, �"� s��, !� when � = 1. 
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Table 3. Numerical values of the approximate and exact solutions ���, !� among different values of � and ! when  � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9  for Example 3. 

    
Table 4. Numerical values of the approximate and exact solutions s��, !� among different values of � and ! when  � = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9  for Example 3. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The coupling of the Adomian decomposition method (ADM) and the Sumudu transform method (STM) in the sense of Caputo 
fractional derivative, was proved very effective in solving time-fractional partial differential equations and system of time-fractional 
partial differential equations. The solution was provided by the proposed algorithm in a series form that converges rapidly to the 
exact solution if it exists. From the obtained results, it is clear that the FSDM yields very accurate solutions using only a few iterates. 
As a result, the conclusion that comes through this work is that FSDM can be applied to other fractional partial differential 
equations of higher-order due to the efficiency and flexibility in the application, as can be seen in the proposed examples. 
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